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introduction

Since late 2012 Bulgarian Youth Forum is
officially a basic institution of the Faculty of
Education at Sofia University “St. Kliment
Ohridski”. Experts from the association
organize and carry out the pre-diploma
practice of the students from “Non-Formal
Education” bachelor programme in the
Faculty of Education.

BYF possesses Quality Label in ESC and
Erasmus+ Accreditation in Youth.

More about us:

Official website: www.bulgarianyf.eu
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/BulgarianYouth
Forum
Instagram: bulgarianyouthforum
Twitter: @bulgarianyf
Youtube: Bulgarian Youth Forum
LinkedIn: Bulgarian Youth Forum

Correspondence address: Lyulin, bl. 156, fl. 4,
apt. 14, 1335 Sofia, Bulgaria
E-mail: bulgarianyg@gmail.com

On account of this we have activities in

different spheres which can be of interest for

the young people like human rights, social

work, tolerance and intercultural diversity,

youth and social entrepreneurship, sport and

healthy lifestyle, saving of cultural and

historical heritage, developing tourism in

unpopular regions and supporting the

appearance of new working places for the

young people there and so on. As our

members are with different social and

cultural background we know how important

it is for them to have equal possibilities for

personal and professional development and

to play an active role in the society. Thus, we

show the young people how important is to

live in peace and to be united as this is a

way to promote the democratic virtues and

make them a stable base for the prosperity

and development of our society.

Bulgarian Youth Forum (BYF) is a youth
organisation, which supports the young people in
their efforts to be complete and active persons in
the society. In this connection we aim to establish
and facilitate socially beneficial activities, having a
direct and indirect impact on developing the
youth potential. 
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esc individual
project
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The current ESC individual project is focused
on including volunteers to help and
qualitatively reinforce our core activity
dedicated to our efforts (1) to assert
European belonging and values, (2) to
stimulate diversity and social inclusion in a
multicultural society and (3) to improve key
competencies by unlocking potential for
sustainable development of young people in
the regions covered by us. The main
emphasis is put on the isolated, economically
underdeveloped and rural regions.

The volunteers will perform both specific
tasks related to the objectives of the project
as well as will have the opportunity to
support the overall activity of the BYF.
Among the main activities in which the
volunteers will participate for the realization
of the stated objectives are:

- Help with the organization of various
youth events, such as youth training in the
field of non-formal education education;
youth campaigns and projects, including
those aimed at the group of young people
with fewer opportunities. This may include
activities from supporting the BYF team in
coordinating human resources,
communication and logistics, to taking and
processing photographs and videos showing
the implementation of various activities that
will be published in BYF communication
channels and ours partners.

- Help with the organization of various indoor
and outdoor sport events. Among the
responsibilities will be taking photos and
videos of the participants, interviewing them,
supporting the BYF team in communication
and logistics around the event, etc.
- Publishing online materials on the social
and media channels of the BYF, reflecting
the events and translating these materials
into different languages.
- Creating of materials such as brochures,
leaflets, posters, etc. to promote the
activities of the organization and their
distribution in local schools in order to involve
more young people in BYF projects and
events.
- Organization of own youth events and
initiatives for young people.
- Work with youth from rural areas.
- Work with young people from institutions.
- Maintenance of your own online blog,
where you will share new knowledge and
experience from the activities in which you
will take part.
-Participation in BYF activities related to
writing, implementation and reporting of
projects.

Our focus will be the volunteers to
stimulate and develop prosociality, as a
key skill that prompts people to be of
benefit to others and society as a whole,
without necessarily expecting the same in
return. Our main directions in the
activities that wil be carried out are 
 closely related to critical thinking,
empathy and the perception of different
opinions.
pn



learning
process

competences
The learning opportunities for the voluteers

will include gaining, developing and

upgrading of key competences as the

learning process will be supported by a

mentor and a supevisor.

The volunteers will:

- develop soft skills; 

- specialized skills for working with any of the

more specific subgroups of young people;

- digital skills related to the preparation and

execution of some of the activities; 

- current knowledge of methods and tools in

non-formal education and their application.

At the same time, through the realization of

themselves project activities, volunteers will

be able to work on approaches to active

inclusion in social, the economic and cultural

life of the youth, in which process the

volunteers themselves will be part. Their

active role will involve them not only in the

local community, but in the context of the

overall work of the BYF, they will be able to

become more aware of European values   and

make them a leading motive in their

volunteer work and development.

trainings

The volunteers will benefit from the following

trainings:

- Familiarizing with the aims, tasks and

activities carried out by the BYF, which they

will take part in.

-A Bulgarian language course that will start

as soon as they arrive to enable them to

communicate freely during their volunteer

service.

- Training for work and communication in

intercultural team.

- Training to prevent and manage risks and

conflicts.

-  Training for socio-cultural specifics of

Bulgaria and youth work in the country. 

When working with specific target groups,

BYF will provide additional trainings led by

specialists in the relevant field, who will be

able to share theirs expertise, experience

and provide important job guidance.
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Your travel costs from your place to Sofia will
be reimbursed 100% according to Erasmus+
distance calculator. Visa  application
process will be supported by BYF if needed.
All visa costs will be reimbursed 100% based
on proof for payment.
You will be provided transportation card for
public transportation in Sofia.
In case of travelling in the coutry for
implementation of BYF activities, your travel
costs will be covered by BYF.

Each volunteer will receive 120 EUR per

month as pocket money and they will also

get 120 EUR per month for food supplies (in

case they are not provided by BYF itself

during activities). All communal expenses and

apartment rent are covered by BYF.
NB: Please have in mind that each volunteer
will sign a document that they take personal
responsibility to pay for any damages caused
to the place the will live in.

The volunteers will be accommodated in

convenient apartment in the center of Sofia,

giving them quick and easy access to every

point of importance. The apartment has one

bathroom, two separate sleeping rooms (one

for each gender), a fully equpped kitchen,

and an office area with balcony, where the

volunteers can work. The apartment is fully

furnished.

In case of travelling in the country for

implementation of BYF activities, your

accommodation costs will be covered by

BYF.

conditions

Health insurance for the mobility period will

be provided by CIGNA afer your approval as

participant in the individual volunteeing

project. Onarrival training and instruction for

safety work will be provided by BYF team.

health and safety sustainance

accommodation

Hours/days of service per week: 30 hours a

week - 5 days of service.

Weekends are non-working days (in case of

other arrangements, they should be made

enough time in advance).

The official holidays of Bulgaria are non-

working days.

working schedule

travel to & within
the country
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requirements for volunteers

1.You should register in ESC portal:

https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/young-

people/volunteering_en

2.We will contact you and require your CV.

3.We will give you small task.

4.Interview will follow the successful

fulfilment of the task.

5.Approved participans will be contacted.

-Age 18-30 (30 + 364 days at the moment of

the project's submission).

- At least intermediate English knowledge

and strong motivation to volunteering. 

- Good communication skills, team work in

multinational and multicultural environment.

- Flexibility and high responsibility to the

youth work.

- At least basic digital skills.

application procedure

- First stge: Up to 20 September 2022: Pre-

selection of volunteers through ECS portal.

- Second stage: Up to 25 September, 2022:

hosting organisation contacting the selected

volunteers, asignments and Zoom interviews.

- Third stage: Up to 30 September 2022:

Announcement of the approved volunteers.

- Fourth stage: Up to 5 October 2022:

Signing of the Learning Agreement with the

approved volunteers and sending

organisations. Travel arrangemnts and visa.

deadlines

requirements
and application 5



Information about Sofia
and Bulgaria

- Here you can find more information about Sofia and
Bulgaria:
http://bulgariatravel.org/en/official_tourism_portal
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/bulgaria
https://bulgariatravel.org/bg/%D1%81%D0%BE%D1%84%D
0%B8%D1%8F/
https://www.visitsofia.bg/en/
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/bulgaria/sofia

Websites of main airport, bus station and railway station in
Sofia:
- http://www.sofia-airport.bg/en/passengers
- http://www.centralnaavtogara.bg/
- http://www.bdz.bg/en/

On this website you can find a map to any destination in
Sofia and in addition, it can show you all close shops,
transport stations, pharmacies, hospitals etc.: 
-http://www.bgmaps.com/en/map/sofia

The official website of Sofia Urban Mobility Centre where
you can find information about all the public transport in
Sofia and the schedules:
- https://www.sofiatraffic.bg/en/.

What to bring

additional
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-Personal documents – ID or Passport;
- All original travel documents, invoices, receipts, boarding
passes;
- Your personal European Health Insurance card – for
emergency cases. More information you could find here:
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559
- The obligatory Cigna EVS health insurance;
- Suitable clothes and shoes for winter and spring seasons.
You can check the weather forecast here:
https://www.accuweather.com/
-Flip-flops (slippers);
- Any medications that you will need, which might not be
found in Bulgaria (please check if it is necessary);
- Cosmetics and personal toilet articles (shampoos, soaps
etc.);
- Pocket money (BGN) in CASH. If you can`t exchange
before arrival, we will recommend you several exchange
offices. 
- Recipes of traditional food, traditional drinks, flag and
presentation of your country, traditional music, brochure
and/or other materials about your country;
- Materials about your sending organisation;
- Smile, Happiness, Motivation, Positivity and Creativity ;)

If you have any additional questions, please refer them to
our team:

Tsvetelina Tsvetkova, Iternational Coordinator
E-mail: tsvetieharlin@gmail.com
Phone: +359 888 751 407

Vania Bozhilova, ESC Coordinator
E-mail: bozhilova.vania@gmail.com
Phone: +359 988 973 307



www.bulgarianyf.eu

bulgarianyf@gmail.com

@bulgarianyf

6 "Treta" Str., 

3951 Varbovo,

Chuprene Municipality
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Looking forward to meeting you!


